to their field of study (Table 3 ).
Growth of Technical Education
A skill is the learned capacity to carry out pre-determined -06  1475  1888  1576  629  118  70  5756  383  2006-07  1511  2031  1619  665  116  64  6006  250  2007-08  1668  2062  1642  854  116  81  6423  417  2008-09  2388  2734  1768  1021 116  87  8114  1691  2009-10  2942  3482  1888  1054 106  93  9565  1451  2010-11  3241  3858  1937  1102 125  101 10364 799   Table 4 It is only then that India will realize her ambition of becoming an economic superpower.
